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SHOUT OUT! 

 
To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 
 

MOONVN 

www.Patreon.com/moon_games 

 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do its utmost to make sure your journey through the 
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for 
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

 

[CharacterName/RP] Relationship Points gained/lost per character.  

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.patreon.com/zoeyraven
www.Patreon.com/moon_games
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Round 1 

1. A) *sigh* I really wanted to have sex with you.  [Leah-1] 

B) I agree with you, let just relax and enjoy ourselves. [Leah+2] 

Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [Leah] =2. 

2. Face. (Your Choice)     [LeahSx] 

3. A) Help her.      [Alice+1] 

B) Leave.       [Alice-1] 

4. Strike. 

➢ Again. 

➢ Dodge left.     [AliceSV] 

5. A) Knock.       [Alice+1] 

B) Go in. 

➢ Apologize.      [CaughtP] 

➢ Play the victim.     [AlVicPeek1] 

6. Choose Both. 

7. A) Keep watching. 

Note: If you obtained [CaughtP], then [CaughtP2]. 

B) Look away. 

Note: If you did NOT obtain [CaughtP] OR [CaughtP2] then [Alice+1]. 

8. Strike. 

➢ Move right. 

9. A) Tell her.       [Alice+1] 

B) Keep watching.      [Alice-1] 

10. A) Tell her what happened.    [Alice-2] 

B) Let Alice speak.      [Alice+2] 

Note: If you obtained [Alice] >=2, then [AlBj]. 

Round 2 

1. A) Don’t worry about it, think of it as a gift.  [Alice-1] 

B) Look, if it makes you feel better you can pay me… [Alice+1] 
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2. A) I thought you stopped dreaming about this.  [Leah-1] 

B) I told you that I could invest in your business…  [Leah+1] 

3. A) Let’s call Leah.       [Leah+1] 

B) Let’s call Alice.      [Alice+1] 

4. Creampie. (Your Choice) 

5. A) I’m telling you the truth Leah. I don’t think of her… [Leah+1] [LeahSxCfLv1] 

B) Yeah…, I kinda like her.     [Leah-1] [AlCfLv1] 

6. Takamura. 

7. I’m going to feint already, can’t waste a moment!  [MCKo] 

Round 3 

Note: #1 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=4. 

1. Breasts. (Your Choice)     [AlSx1] 

Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [AliceSx1] >=4. 

2. Grab her ass. 

3. A) Give a tip.      [Rose+2] [RosePn] 

B) Pay and leave. 

4. A) Go with Leah.     [Leah+2] [Mike-2] [LeahRest] {Go to #5} 

B) Go with Mike.      [Mike+2] [Leah-2] {Go to #6} 

Note: #5 is only for those who obtained [Leah] >=2. 

5. CUM!       {Go to End Round 3} 

Note: #6 is only for those who obtained [AlSx1]. 

6. A) Truth.       [Mike+2] [MikeT1] 

B) Lie.       [MikeT1] 

Note: If you did not obtain [AlSx1], you will still obtain [MikeT1] & [MikeMeetAl] unless you 

“Lie” then you will NOT obtain [MikeT1]. 
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Round 4 

Note: #1 is only for those who obtained [LeahRest]. 

1. A) Reply       [Kmv5] 

B) Ignore. 

Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=4. 

2. A) I’ll help you clean up.     [Alice+1] 

➢ Cum on her face (Your Choice) 

B) I’ll wait for you in the living room. 

Note: #3 is only for those who obtained [LeahRest]. 

3. A) Yes.       [Mike+1] [Kmv] [MikeMtAl] 

Note: Sub Choice Set 1 is only for those who obtained [AlSx1]. 

Sub Choice Set 1 

➢ Truth.      [Mike+1] [MikeT1] 

➢ Lie. 

Note: Sub Choice Set 2 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=5. 

Sub Choice Set 2 

➢ Smell her panty.     [Kmv1] 

➢ Leave the room. 

B) No. 

Note: Sub Choice Set 1 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=5. 

Sub Choice Set 1 

➢ Smell her panty.     [Kmv1] 

➢ Leave the room. 

Note: #4 is only for those who did NOT obtain [LeahRest]but DID obtain [Alice] >=5. 

4. A) Smell her panty.     [Kmv1] 

B) Leave the room. 

5. A) Uhmm… Who are you?     [Kmv2] 

B) I’m fine, Alice. 

Note: #6 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=5. 

6. Cum in her mouth. (Your Choice) 

7. Dodge Right.      [Kmv3] 

8. A) Go home with Alice.     [Kmv7] 

Note: If [Alice]>=5, then [Alice+1]. 

B) Go home with Leah.     [Kmv6] 

Note: If [Leah]>=5, then [Leah+1]. 
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Round 5 

Note: #1 is only for those who choose A on #8 & [Alice] >=5. 

1. Your Choice. 

Note: #2 is only for those who choose A on #8 & [Leah] >=5. 

2. Your Choice. 

Note: #3 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=5. 

3. A) If you’re still ok with it.     [Alice+1] [Kmv8] 

B) Nah, maybe some other time. 

Note: Based on your previous choices with [Alice] you will possibly get an anal sex scene here. 

The ways to obtain this are too numerous to list it would be confusing, basically if you are on 

here path. 

4. Your Choice. 

Note: #5 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=5 & [Kmv8]. 

5. Your Choice. 

Note: #6 is only for those who obtained [RosePn]. 

6. A) Kiss her.       [Rose+2] [Kmv9] 

B) Go home. 

7. A) Leave a tip.      [Kmv10] 

B) Don’t leave a tip. 

Round 6 

Note: #6 is only for those who obtained [Alice] >=6. 

1. A) Apologize to Alice and leave. 

B) Have sex with Alice. 

➢ Cum inside. 

o Let’s do it together!    [Alice+1] [Kmv11] 

o It’s too early… 

➢ Cum Outside. 
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Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [Kmv10]. 

2. A) Sure.       [Leah+1] [Kmv12] 

➢ Pick it up.      [Kmv13] 

➢ Leave it. 

B) Sorry, I’m busy. 

➢ Pick it up.      [Kmv13] 

➢ Leave it. 

Note: #3 is only for those who did NOT obtain [Kmv10]. 

3. A) Pick it up.      [Kmv13] 

B) Leave it. 

Note: If you obtained [RosePn] & [Kmv14], then [Kmvp+1], else only [Kmv14]. 
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